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VILLA AEGIS

A brand new, eclectic, stone villa situated in the heart of an 

impressive estate, in one of the most scenic and secluded 

parts of Corfu’s northeast iconic Mediterranean coastline.

The Aegis Villa is a living part of a 7.000 SQM ecosystem 

representative of this Mediterranean island’s luscious, 

emerald flora.

about the villa



The key values that set the Aegis Villa apart are world-class luxury, 

comfort, and a safe haven for privacy and relaxation of the ephemeral 

trivia. Designed and delivered by an award-winning team of world-class 

architects, interior designers, and engineers. Inspired by Corfiot and 

Mediterranean tradition and driven by a contemporary aesthetic of 

luxury, innovation, wellness, and comfort.

world-class luxury



Over 100 organic oil producing olive trees, many dating back 

150 years, a vineyard, in addition to apple, pear, orange, 

lemon and chestnut trees, among others, complement the 

surrounding scenery.

The short walk (or two minute drive) to a serene, sandy 

beach supplements the 20m long private pool and 

jacuzzi of the estate.

Nature's Bounty
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pool with jaquzzi



pool with jaquzzi
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pool with jaquzzi



Here, the sizzle of succulent meats meeting the fiery 

embrace of the grill creates an atmosphere of pure culinary 

ecstasy. 

The tantalizing aroma of smoky perfection wafts through the air, 

beckoning you to partake in this unforgettable experience. 

Surrounded by the beauty of nature, under the Mediterranean 

sun or a starry night sky, you'll relish every moment spent in this 

outdoor haven, where flavors come to life and memories are 

made.

Gather with friends and family, bask in the warmth of the grill, 

and let the joy of barbecue fill your soul at our Aegis Villa.

barbeque zone
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barbeque zone



barbeque zone



barbeque zone



barbeque zone



Each bedroom is a sanctuary of serenity, meticulously crafted to 

envelop you in a cocoon of relaxation and elegance. The soft, 

plush bedding invites you to sink into a restful slumber, while the 

gentle breeze from open windows carries the soothing whispers 

of the Mediterranean.

sleeping

arrangements
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bedroom



bedroom



bedroom



bedroom



bedroom



bedroom



As you step onto the polished floors, the stunning views of the 

surrounding Mediterranean landscape unfurl before your eyes. 

Whether you're preparing a feast, savoring local delicacies, or 

simply basking in the warm glow of a fireplace, this living room 

and kitchen combination is the epicenter of relaxation, laughter, 

and culinary delight. It's where we transform ordinary moments 

into extraordinary memories at the Aegis Villa.

living room
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living room



living room



living room



Discover the enchanting oasis just outside your doorstep at the 

Aegis Villa. Stroll through lush pathways shaded by ancient olive 

trees, their silvery leaves whispering secrets of centuries past.  

Relax under the dappled sunlight, host al fresco gatherings, or 

simply lose yourself in the soothing sounds of nature. 

Our gardens are a haven for the soul, where tranquility and 

beauty harmonize in perfect symphony, inviting you to create 

cherished memories in the heart of the Aegis Villa's gardens.

gardens
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garden



garden



Location

Nearest Towns

Nearest beach

Acharavi / Roda

1-3 km or 5’-10’ drive

Bitzikou

380 m or 2’ drive

Kassiopi

9 km or 15’ drive

Corfu City Centre

35 km or 45’-50’ drive
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welcome home

@thesunsecretprivatecollectionthesunsecretprivate .com/ villa-aegis/ VILLA AEGIS

https://www.instagram.com/thesunsecretprivatecollection/
https://thesunsecretprivate.com/villa-aegis/

